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600 Magni machines for Felbermayr 

Austrian crane, aerial lift and telehandler rental group Felbermayr has ordered 600 

telehandlers and aerial work platforms from Magni. 

 

The order includes 120, 45ft and 53ft articulated boom lifts along with ES1523RTP and 

ES1823RTP heavy duty all-electric Rough Terrain scissor lifts with dual platform 

extensions along with DS1523RTP and DS1823RTP Stage V diesel versions. Other 

models include the 86ft EAB28RT articulated boom and 92ft ETBJ30RT telescopics. 

Both all electric Rough Terrains have lithium battery packs and non-marking tyres. 

 

A further 28 narrow heavy duty scissor lifts in the order include the 66ft DS2223RTP, 

86ft DS2825RTP and 99ft DS3225RTP - all with four wheel drive, levelling jacks and 

four wheel steer. 

 

https://vertikal.net/en/news


The order also includes 40 Magni 360 degree telehandlers ranging from the 

4,000kg/18 metre RTH 4.18 to the 6,000kg/25 metre RTH 6.25. The mid-range 

6,000kg/21 metre RTH6.21s are equipped with a ‘Twin Energy’ hybrid power pack, 

allowing all lifting related functions to be operated electrically for zero emissions 

inside or on sensitive job sites. Deliveries are due to be completed by the end of the 

first quarter 2023. 

 
The hand over:(L-R) Michael Maier-Bauer of Felbermayr, Alexander Reisch of Magni TH and 

Robert Bauer of Felbermayr 

 

Robert Bauer, head of Felbermayr’s aerial work platform and forklift rental division 

said: "Magni offers us a large product portfolio of rotating telescopic forklifts along 

with scissor, articulated and telescopic platforms, especially with regard to electric 

machines and scissor platforms in the special area of up to 32 metres. In addition, 

Magni offers us fast and reliable support.” 

 

Felbermayr Transport- und Hebetechnik began buying Magni telehandlers in 

2019 with an order for 14 units up to the 35 metre model, and started adding Dingli-

built, Magni branded aerial work platforms to its fleet early last year. 

 

Established in 1942, Felbermayr employs 2,700 across 68 sites in 18 European 

countries. The company runs a large crane and aerial work platform rental fleet and 

offers heavy lift and transportation services. 
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